
** Note : This monthly safety moment is collected from various sources for educational purpose and is not necessary an actual incident from the 
ESM fleet.
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Gangway damaged during unberthing

SIMS, Lonavala Commemorates Graduation of GME 19th Batch

A vessel was to move from her 
berth (port side alongside) and 
tie up at another berth (starboard 
side alongside) further up the 
dock. A pilot and two harbour 
tugs arrived at the designated 
time and Master - Pilot informa-
tion was exchanged before com-
mencing the movement. The 
pilot requested that the port ac-
commodation ladder be hoisted 
by only a few metres and re-
tained there, as he intended to 
use it for disembarking from the 
‘sea’ side at the next berth. Due 
to the ship’s draught, height of 
the pier and the state of tide, in 
this ‘raised’ position, the gang-
way was only about a metre clear 
of the jetty.
 
During the unmooring operation, 
there was a strong offshore wind 
and moderate rain, and due to the 
latter, both the Master and the Pilot 
remained inside the wheelhouse 

Samundra Institute of Maritime 
Studies held the graduation 
ceremony for its 19th batch of 
Graduate Marine Engineering 
cadets on 11th February 2016. 
All 40 cadets marched forward 
to receive their certificates for 
successfully completing the one 
year training program and can 
look forward to their placements 
on-board vessels managed by 
Executive Ship Management in 
the months to come. 

Sharing their success at the 
ceremony were distinguished 
guests from the Classification 
society, ClassNK, faculty and 
family members. 

Mr Noboru Ueda, Chairman & 
President, ClassNK, Japan, was 
the Chief Guest for the ceremony. 
He was joined by his colleagues Mr 
Y. Seto, GM, Executive Operations 
Division, Dr. M.A. Rahim, Regional 
Manager of Europe and Africa, Mr. 
A. V. Pradhan, Regional Manager 
of India and Mr. S. Sampath, 
Manager, Mumbai Office.

Speaking at the ceremony, Mr 
Noboru Ueda congratulated the 
young graduates and exhorted 
them to make great contributions to 

the maritime industry with the skills 
attained from the strong back-up 
of practical training provided at the 
institute. 

He advised the cadets not to 
be distracted by the long term 
stagnation of the dry bulk market 
and the slowdown of the Chinese 
economy that have put the shipping 
and ship-building industries in a 
difficult position. He explained how 
the maritime transportation will 
continue to be essential in our daily 
lives regardless of how difficult the 
economy becomes and that the 
cadets should always trust their 
abilities honed with the training 
received at SIMS to overcome any 
hurdles.

throughout. On the pilot’s ad-
vice, all headlines and sternline(s) 
were first let go, retaining only the 
backsprings fore and aft. After the 
sternline(s) had been retrieved on 
board, the deck officer in-charge of 
the aft mooring station went over to 
the backspring winch, which was 
situated on starboard main deck, 
forward of the accommodation. He 
engaged the gear of the mooring 
winch and slackened the aft back-
spring. From his location across the 
full width of the ship, the deck of-
ficer had no view of the quayside, 
and was relying on and responding 
to hand signals from an A/B sta-
tioned at the ship’s port side. Due 
to the low clearance between the 
gangway and the jetty, the length 
and lead angle of the mooring line 
and the widening gap between the 
ship and the berth, the slack back-
springs became fouled with the ac-
commodation ladder and could not 
be cleared despite efforts by the 

Chief Guest, Mr. Noboru Ueda (1st row, 9th from left) 
with the ClassNK delegates, SIMS faculty and graduates

shore mooring gang.  

The A/B indicated the dangerous 
situation by hand signals to the 
deck officer, creating some critical 
seconds’ delay in responses and in 
communicating the information to 
the bridge. Once aware of the situa-
tion, the Master requested the Pilot 
to instruct the tugs to push the ves-
sel back towards the jetty, but by 
the time this was done, the entan-
gled gangway had been subject to 
severe axial, twisting and crushing 
forces and was severely damaged.

Root cause/contributory factors
1. The Master failed to effectively 

use the Pilot and tugs to retain 
the vessel alongside until all 
lines were retrieved, especially 
since there was a strong off-
shore wind;

2. The Master failed to exercise ba-
sic seamanship and wear rain 
protective clothing and station 

himself on the bridge wing dur-
ing the unmooring operations;

3. The unusual layout of the back-
springs, gangway and low clear-
ance over the berth should have 
precluded leaving the gangway 
suspended overside;

4. The deck officer at the aft moor-
ing station wrongly assumed the 
role of winch operator, instead 
of directly supervising the op-
eration and delegating tasks to 
his crew. 

View of damaged 
accomodation ladder

Continued on Page 9He also commended  SIMS as one 
of the best institutes with highly 
motivated students who will go on 
to become important role players in 
the maritime industry. 

Mr. Noboru Ueda receiving a Guard of Honor before the awards ceremony
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Please contact company training officer to attend any of the courses 
listed herein (cto@executiveship.com)

Notes:
1.  The course will be held subject to meeting the minimum quorum
2.  Officers to confirm their attendance to the respective Field Office atleast 1 week prior  

commencement of the course
3.  Officers once confirmed for the course to avoid cancelling their availability which affects the logistic 

arrangements for the course.
4.  Officers coming for the courses are required to maintain proper dress code (Smart formals  

with tie)
5.  Officers to bring 2 Passport size photos(for each course attending) while coming for the courses.

Letter of the Month SIMS Course Schedule in Mumbai

SIMS Course Schedule in SIMS-LNV

SIMS Course Schedule in Chandigarh

SIMS Course Schedule in Cochin

COURSES NO OF DAYS DATES

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT MANAGE-
MENT SYSTEM

1 8,14,21,28,

DYNAMICS OF PORT STATE CONTROL 
AND OIL MAJOR INSPECTIONS

2 3-4,10-11,17-18

MARPOL 1 3,10,17,31

BEHAVIOUR BASED SAFETY 0.5 (AM) 9,23

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS LMS 3,10,17,

CRITICAL CHEMICAL OPERATION 
BRIEFING

 1/2 10,17

BRIDGE TEAM MANAGEMENT 5 8,14,21,28,

BP-BRIDGE TEAM MANAGEMENT 5 8,14,21,28,

MARITIME RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 4 8,14

SHIP HANDLING COMMAND COURSE 4 14

ENCLOSED SPACE ENTRY-BRIEFING 0.5(PM) 9,23

NAVIGATION CHARTS CORRECTIONS 
AND PASSAGE PLANNING 

2 09-10.

ADVANCED SAFETY TRAINING  ON 
CHEMICAL TANKERS-TYPE 2 

3 15-16

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
FRAMO PUMPING SYSTEM 

3 17-19

INTEGRATED SAFETY TRAINING FOR 
RATINGS 

5 1-5,8-11,14-18,21-28

INTEGRATED SAFETY TRAINING FOR 
RATING-REFRESHNER

1 5,11,18,28

BASIC TANKER OPERATION TRAINING 1.5 16-17

ICE NAVIGATION 2 17-18

ADVANCED SAFETY TRAINING ON OIL 
TANKERS

3 28-30

JRC – ECDIS 1 On request

TRANSAS ECDIS 1 On request

PEPTO 1 11,18

FURUNO ECDIS 2 On request

JONSE 1.5 23-23

FAMILIARIZATION & SAFETY TRAINING 
ON CHEMICAL TANKERS

3 2-4,9-11,16-18,

TASCO 12 3

GASCO 11 31

CHEMCO 12 "14

SHIP MANOEUVING SIMULATOR (SMS) 5 8-12.

DP BASIC 5 14,28

DP ADVANCED 4 8-11.

DP MAINTENANCE 5 Every Monday

SIMS Course Schedule in ESM Field Offices
MARCH

FIELD OFFICES  - MUMBAI KOLKATA

HOLIDAYS 7th Mar - Maha Shivratri, 
24th Mar - Holi,  
25th Mar - Good Friday

7th Mar - Maha Shivratri, 
24th Mar - Holi,  
25th Mar - Good Friday

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT  
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (1 DAY)

All Mon and  Sat 14/03

EFFICIENT OPERATION OF MARINE 
MACHINERY (1 DAY)

All Tuesdays 15/03

MARPOL (1 DAY) All Wednesdays 16/03

BBS  (1/2 DAY) On request 17/03

PORT STATE CONTROL AND OIL 
MAJOR INSPECTION (2 days)

All Thurs-Friday 18/03-19/03

EFFICIENT OPERATION OF MARINE 
MACHINERY (1 DAY)

All Tuesdays  NOTE NO.1

COURSES NO OF DAYS DATES

ELECTRONIC CHART DISPLAY & 
INFORMATION SYSTEM

5 14 & 28

LGSC (M) 5 08.-12 

FFLB 2 01.- 02

EP (SR 6 D) 6  29-05, 14-19 & 28-02

EP (12 D) 12  22-05 & 09-22

MEMS 2 01.-02

PEPFE 12  08-21

PROMOTIONAL ASSESSMENT 1 08, 15 & 22 

ERS (OPE) 3  21-23

ERS (MGT) 5  14-18

M. BOILER & STEAM ENGG. (OPE) 6  28-02

M. BOILER & STEAM ENGG. (MGT) 9  14-23

FSCT (3 D) 3 02, 10, 17 & 31 

COURSES NO OF DAYS DATES

ECDIS - FURUNO 2 On request

Chartworld ECDIS 2 On request

Safety Officers Course (SOC) 1 On request

Maritime Resource Management  (MRM) 4 On request

COURSES NO OF DAYS DATES

ECDIS - FURUNO 2 On request

Chartworld ECDIS 2 On request

JRC  ECDIS 1 On request

Safety Officers Course (SOC) 1 On request

With the ushering in of new Lunar 
Year of the Fire Monkey, the past 
month has been full of joyous 
family reunions and festivities in 
this part of the world. At the same 
time, the global businesses have 
seen extreme volatility with oil and 
commodity prices tumbling to levels 
unseen for years – resulting in 
many a ship owners and operators 
seeing their financial results 
coloured deeply with red ink. The 
current scenario definitely requires 
extra vigilance, careful thought, 
awareness and professionalism 
from all of us to overcome this 
challenging situation and to keep 
our ships operating safely and in 
line with our principles to ride out 
this uncertain and turbulent period 
successfully.

As a responsible ship manager, 
we take our duties very seriously 
and aim to provide clients with the 
best service in spite of odds faced 
by us. When our ship’s work is 
recognised by them for excellence, 
it is definitely a matter of great 
pride. In continuation with the 
previous month’s newsletter, we 
now bring you the background story 
about Bougainville’s admirable 
performance. We are certain that it 
will inspire you to stretch and try to 
achieve similar accolades for your 
vessel.

With our focus on vigilance about 
one’s health, we have an informative 
article on bladder cancer. Early 
detection of any cancer onset is 
beneficial and with the knowledge 
gained here you may help save 
life of someone dear. On the 
environmental front, we have an 
interesting explanation on how an 
island is able to provide continued 
sustenance to an abundance of 
life forms, from increased levels of 
plankton to birds and marine life.

Life as a mariner, involves 
obligations that are unlike almost 
any other occupation - most notably 
the obligation to render assistance 
at sea. This requires master of a 
ship at sea to render assistance to 
any person found at sea in danger 
of being lost and to proceed to the 
rescue of persons in distress. We 
provide a report on our managed 
vessel Nord Observer which found 
itself in this position and rose to 
the occasion ably by successfully 
rescuing four persons off Cuba 
and disembarking them off later 
in the safe custody of USCG. An 
obligation – well performed!

Enjoy the articles and till the next 
issue, be safe, healthy and happy…  
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BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS

Birthday Photo Gallery (Singapore)

Birthday Photo Gallery (India)

Many Happy Returns to the following on their Birthdays during the 
month of Feb 2016!

Many Happy Returns to the following on their Birthdays during the 
month of Feb 2016!

Many Happy Returns to the following on their 
Birthdays during the month of Mar 2016!

MST DIPANKAR CHAKRAVORTY

MST XAVIER BORAIS

MST SANJAY GUPTA

MST CHUNNILAL CHOUDHARY

MST SAGAYA GEORGE D CRUZ

MST INDRAJIT GUHA

MST NARENDER ATRI

MST PRADIP KUMAR

MST MUKESH KUMAR

MST SAYAN CHAUDHURI

MST DANESH ADAR IRANI

MST SHAMBHU KUMAR

MST ASHISH NAYYAR

MST GAURAV BHARDWAJ

CO VIKAS DANGA

CO KASHIF HUSSAIN SAYED

CO KUNAL KASHYAP

CO CHIRAG J. KARKARIA

CO MADHU SUDAN

CO THOMAS JACOB

CO ARCANJO G. RODRIGUES

CO ANKIT KUMAR SHARMA

2O ANUPAM KHATTRI

2O DINESH KUMAR UPADHYAY

2O SUNNY JAMWAL

3O MANMOHAN VATTAMATTAM

3O MIDHUN EPHRIM

3O ABHAYJIT SINGH MULTANI

3O SARBJOT SINGH

3O AKSHAY THUWAL

3O ABHISHEK

CE SHASHIKANT SRIVASTAVA

CE HARISH CHANDRA SINGH

CE RAMESH N. MARIMUTHU

CE ARAVINDRAJ MANOHARAN

CE DILPAL SINGH OBEROI

CE MAHESHWAR SINGH

CE SUNIL KUMAR

CE SHIVAJI CHAPLA JADHAV

2E VASUDEVAN GURUSWAMY

2E SANKAR POORNALINGAM

2E SUMIT KUMAR

2E SARVESH KUMAR PANDEY

2E ALEX JOSEPH

2E RAVNEET SINGH

2E ANUP BHARATHAN NAIR

2E RESHAM SINGH

3E ANIMESH PEEUSH JOSHI

3E LATHIN K. RAJ

3E VIKRAM V. KUMAR PITCHAI

3E SRI KUMAR CHINNAPPA

3E ARAJ KUMAR KASHYAP

3E ROOPESH N. KRISHNAPPA

4E NIRANJAN KEDAMBADI VASU

4E ASSIM DARJAHAN SAJEETHA

4E NIJIL N. UNNIKRISHNAN

3-Mar

28-Mar

3-Mar

7-Mar

10-Mar

25-Mar

15-Mar

1-Mar

15-Mar

6-Mar

9-Mar

1-Mar

3-Mar

30-Mar

25-Mar

4-Mar

6-Mar

15-Mar

7-Mar

31-Mar

31-Mar

20-Mar

11-Mar

1-Mar

18-Mar

8-Mar

31-Mar

8-Mar

10-Mar

30-Mar

30-Mar

26-Mar

11-Mar

22-Mar

10-Mar

13-Mar

31-Mar

1-Mar

10-Mar

2-Mar

13-Mar

10-Mar

10-Mar

4-Mar

17-Mar

18-Mar

16-Mar

24-Mar

30-Mar

26-Mar

10-Mar

14-Mar

8-Mar

9-Mar

25-Mar

7-Mar

LBR

NMN

ALL

APA

USS

QAD

ESR

KKY

AXO

KSR

URF

PSD

LRE

UCF

PEX

CLB

HYE

GMA

PLR

MAT

BFG

MTA

ADW

ALL

ESR

PSD

AKS

JAL

ACY

FAB

PNR

PLR

LRE

CMS

NBZ

AKS

MAR

AMA

FUT

ADW

CMO

MAR

AMA

FOR

AXO

KMT

REA

IVY

AHN

ALL

CMV

CTA

AXO

AMA

REA

MNA

Name       Birthday Onboard

1. Suga Daisuke Management Trainee 4-Feb  (1st from left)

2. Agarwal Arvind Kumar Senior Technical Superintendent 5-Feb (1st from right)

3. Singh Upasana  Chartering Executive and Projects 7-Feb (Not in picture)

4. Chan Cai Chang Eddy Assistant Manager, Accounts 10-Feb (Not in picture)

5. Mathai George Mathew Senior Technical Superintendent 13-Feb (2nd from right)

6. Davis Angus Campbell Managing Director 21-Feb (Not in picture)

7. Dy Lorilie Ann Therese Canoy Crew Executive 22-Feb (2nd from left)

8. Surana Nishant Kumar Manager, Accounts 23-Feb (3rd from left)

9. Yen Yun Ru Fiona Accounts Assistant 25-Feb (Not in picture)

1. Vijay Kushwaha Superintendent Fleet Personnel - Recruitment 01-Feb

2. Rekha Mishra Senior Executive HR (Seafarers) - Recruitment 05-Feb

3. Devendra Kishore Nautical Faculty - SIMS Mumbai 11-Feb

4. Krishnadas Nair Senior Superintendent - Purchase 12-Feb

5. Archana Khandagle Assistant Manager - Accounts 14-Feb

6. Neeraj Kumari Assistant Secretary - SIMS Mumbai 16-Feb

7. Smita Adhangale Executive Documentation - Operations (BP) 16-Feb

8. Sushma Suratwala Assistant Manager Fleet Personnel - Operations 16-Feb

9. Susruto Das Nautical Faculty - SIMS Mumbai 17-Feb

10. Sanket Pawaskar Assistant Documentation - Operations 19-Feb

11. Shivali Darvekar Assistant Hr (Seafarers) - Recruitment 20-Feb

12. Vinod Ghadigaonkar Business Dev. Manager - Executive Offshore 24-Feb

13. Andrea Fernandes Assistant - Travel 25-Feb

14. Prazy Jandyal Superintendent Fleet Personnel - Recruitment 25-Feb

15. Sheetal Umbarkar Assistant Documentation - Training 25-Feb

16. Bipin Tyagi Assistant Admin - Admin 26-Feb

17. Shivkumar Rao Assistant Manager Purchase - Purchase 29-Feb

(Not in picture)

(Not in picture)

(Not in picture)

(Not in picture)

(Not in picture)

(Not in picture)

(2nd from left)

(3rd from right)

(Not in picture)

(1st from right)

(Not in picture)

(Not in picture)

(1st from left)

(Not in picture)

(3rd from left)

(2nd from right)

(Not in picture)
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MIND YOUR BODY

Spotting Bladder Cancer Early
Look before your flush
Health experts from Singapore, 
England and many other 
countries are urging the public 
to check for blood in their 
urine as part of a campaign 
to tackle bladder and kidney 
cancer. Rather than being in a 
hurry to wash your hands and 
going about your home and 
work duties, the public health 
advisories of these countries 
have advised everyone to 
take a moment to “look before 
you flush” in their “Be Clear 
on Cancer” campaign. They 
say this small change in toilet 
habits can save lives.

In Singapore, bladder cancer is 
the tenth most common cancer in 
men. This cancer usually occurs 
after the age of 40 years and is 
seen mostly in the 50 to 70 years 
age group. It is about 5 times more 
common in men than in women.

Doctor Jenny Harries, Public 
Health England’s regional director 

for south of England, said: “It’s 
vital that we all do our bit to raise 
awareness that blood in pee 
could be an early sign of bladder 
or kidney cancer, and encourage 
anyone with this symptom to go to 
their Doctor.”

According to the campaign’s toilet 
check list, people are advised to:
• Look for any signs of blood in 
your urine before flushing.
• Check your stools for any 
changes, especially if they 
become black, dark red, pale or 
contain mucus, as this can be 
a sign of poor bowel health, or 
potentially bowel cancer.
• If there are any changes or signs 
of blood – don’t panic. Flush. 
Wash your hands and call your 
Doctor to make an appointment 
to discuss your findings – even 
if this is only the first time you’ve 
spotted blood.

The public are also advised 
to know that the recurring and 

persistent cystitis (urinary tract 
infection) and pain while peeing 
can also indicate bladder cancer, 
while weight loss and constant 
pain below the ribs on the side 
can be further indications of 
kidney cancer.

Speaking on the hesitation 
of people to visit the doctor, 
especially if it was their first 
time spotting blood in their stool 
or urine and even ignore the 
symptoms as a one off incident 
or pass the incident as cystitis, 
Dr. Harries said that keeping quiet 

NEW JOINERS TO THE FLEET 

SIMS Cadets Joining the Fleet as Officers during Feb 2016
Adding on to the growing number of Deck and Engineering cadets from SIMS Lonavala and joining onboard ships managed by ESM 
as officers, are the following. 

1. 3O AJAY ASWAL BRITISH CORMORANT
2. JO KIRAN SUKUMARAN NAIR CHEMBULK NEW YORK
3. JO ABIN JOHN BLS RUWAIS
4. JO AJAI PULIPARAMBIL SOMAN MARLIN AVENTURINE
5. JO RAHUL JOHN KADUPPIL NEW BREEZE
6. JO PRATEEK SINGH ATLANTIC CANYON
7. JO KHIM SINGH CHEMBULK YOKOHAMA
8. JO SANDEEP SUNIL LR2 PIONEER
9. JO ABHINEET SHARMA CHEMBULK HOUSTON

1

10

2

11

3

12

4

13

5

14

6

15

7

16

8

17

9

We congratulate and wish them the best in their career ahead.

10. JO NITESH KUMAR SINGH ASTRID
11. JO NITHUN T. PONNAKKAT FS SINCERITY
12. JE ANKUR KUMAR ATLANTIC CROWN
13. JE VARUN K. PRATHAPNAGAR MARLIN AVENTURINE
14. JE SIDDHESH YOGESH SHAH DREGGEN
15. JE PANKAJKUMAR M. SOLANKI FS ENDEAVOR
16. JE SANDEEP C. NADUVATHODI VICTOIRE
17. 4E ANKUSH SHARMA BRITISH EAGLE

won’t make the blood in your pee 
go away and instead, a quick trip 
to the doctor is all it could take to 
put your mind at rest. He advised 
people to tackle it head on since 
if there is a problem, the earlier it 
gets caught, the better and more 
effective the treatment would 
be. Similarly, just because there 
is blood in your pee it doesn’t 
automatically indicate cancer. It 
could just be a sign of a bladder 
infection or kidney stones; both 
of which can easily be cured or 
removed. 
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10. JO NITESH KUMAR SINGH ASTRID
11. JO NITHUN T. PONNAKKAT FS SINCERITY
12. JE ANKUR KUMAR ATLANTIC CROWN
13. JE VARUN K. PRATHAPNAGAR MARLIN AVENTURINE
14. JE SIDDHESH YOGESH SHAH DREGGEN
15. JE PANKAJKUMAR M. SOLANKI FS ENDEAVOR
16. JE SANDEEP C. NADUVATHODI VICTOIRE
17. 4E ANKUSH SHARMA BRITISH EAGLE

PUZZLES ANSWERS FOR ISSUE 129

TECHNICAL NEWS

Gorgon is one of the largest LNG 
projects ever undertaken in the 
world and due to its location in 
a Class A Nature reserve in Aus-
tralia’s Barrow Island, has be-
come one of the most expensive 
projects at US$54 billion. It con-
sists of three LNG trains of five 
mtpa (million tonne per annum) 
each for export and a domestic 
supply for the state of Western 
Australia amounting to 300 tera-
joules of gas per day. While the 
LNG export will be carried out 
through LNG vessels loading at 
a 2.1 Km long loading jetty; the 
domestic gas will be supplied 
through a 60 Km long undersea 
pipeline to the Australian main-
land. The project; construction 
of which started in December 
2009, is approaching to make 
its first gas shipment in just a 
few weeks. The system cooling 
is currently underway and the 
cooldown cargo has been deliv-
ered. ESM has had a part to play 
in getting the cooling plants of 
the project started with the pro-
fessional attitude and technical 
ability of our team and the ves-
sel, Bougainville managed by 
ESM, commanded by Capt. Ra-
jkiran Raikar and ably assisted 
by the entire complement of the 
vessel. The team showed great 
dedication and ability to garner 
praise from the Owners, Char-
terers and all those, they came 
into contact with during their in-
volvement with this prestigious 
project.

ESM’s role in Gorgon Project
In order to commission the LNG 
cooling plant at Barrow Island, the 
production team required approxi-
mately 1,100 MT of High Purity 
Propane (Propane with more than 
99% purity and moisture content 
less than 1 ppm). The vessel, Bou-
gainville, on long term charter with 
Geogas was contracted to make 
the crucial delivery, which would 
ensure that the 1st LNG train would 
start production as scheduled. We 
at ESM have had a longstanding 
relationship  with Geogas manag-
ing ships owned and chartered 
vessels by them in Australia and 
the rest of the world. Bougainville 
is one of the newer vessels in the 
fleet and was ideally suited for this 
cargo.

Due to the availability of the cargo 
in August, it was decided to load 
the vessel in August itself thus oc-
cupying one of its two cargo tanks. 
The vessel was thereafter traded 
using only the one free tank till  ac-
tual delivery of this important cargo 
was completed in November 2015.

ESM along with Oceangas and El-
gas took the intervening time to un-
derstand the unique nature of the 
delivery and make all the required 
preparations in consultation with 
Chevron to ensure that the ves-
sel’s actual delivery would proceed 
smoothly and safely.

Challenges Faced
Hull cleaning –– In view of Barrow 

Island’s  designation as a Class A 
Nature reserve by the Australian 
Government, requirements regard-
ing prevention of introduction of out-
side Marine species are very strin-
gent. The vessel was less than a 
year old, her hull was largely clean 
and the vessel had been trading 
only in Australian and New Zealand 
waters since delivery. However, in 
order to comply with the require-
ments, vessel was required to con-
duct extensive hull cleaning. It was 
initially planned to carry out the hull 
cleaning in New Zealand waters 
but due to local regulations it could 
not be carried out. Vessel was then 
moved to Singapore, where the hull 
cleaning was completed over a pe-
riod of three days before proceed-
ing to Barrow Island for discharge. 
The hull cleaning was carried out 
to the exacting standards set by 
Quarantine Officers in Barrow Is-
land and included cleaning of sea 
chests to ensure that the Marine 
organisms which were not a part of 
the ecology of Barrow Island had 
no chance to be introduced to the 
Marine environment there.

Lighting modification – Barrow 
Island is a turtle nesting ground.  
Turtles are disoriented by bright 
white lights. Newly born hatchlings 
would move towards the bright 
lights, thus delaying their jour-
ney to the sea after hatching and 
could result in their deaths due to 
exhaustion. Since the Bougainville 
was fitted with halogen floodlights 
for deck lighting, they had to be 
suitably altered for calling Barrow 
Island. Since sodium vapour lights 
of similar specifications could not 
be sourced anywhere in Australia 
or Singapore, we were required to 
come up with an alternative solu-
tion. After some research; suitable 
yellow film capable of withstanding 
the extremely high temperatures 
of halogen bulbs were sourced in 
Australia and all deck lighting was 
covered with the film to make it 
turtle friendly.    

Baiting & Trapping program – 
The presence of some indigenous 

Gorgon Project – Barrow Island

Continued on Page 8

Barrow Island is a Class A nature reservice located 50 kilometres 
northwest off the Pilbara coast of Western Australia
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A schematic diagram 
showing factors involved 
in the Island Mass Effect

How Islands support more sea-life 
Researchers find evidence to support Darwin Paradox theory

Human activity also feeds into 
the cycle, he added. Run-off from 
agricultural fertiliser from land 
and other human activity also 
feed into the system; whether 
beneficial or not.

Another important element 
identified by the researchers is the 
presence of lagoons contained 
within the atoll’s reefs. Their 
shallow protected waters attract 
large numbers of birds and their 
basins are washed out daily by 
the tide, distributing nutrients into 
the shallow waters at their rim, 
and driving further phytoplankton 
growth.

Gareth William also added that 
“the hypothesis was generally 
accepted, but had never actually 
been proven, beyond studies of 
single islands. Having proven 
the hypothesis, we have also 
established valuable baseline 
data about the abundance of 
marine life around these islands, 
some of which are the most 
remote in the world. From an 
understanding of the drivers of 
phytoplankton production in the 

Ocean. They recorded up to 86% 
more phytoplankton in these 
waters than is found in open 
oceans. At the base of the food 
chain, the presence of a greater 
number of these microscopic 
organisms has an effect right 
up the food chain to the top 
predators like tuna, who feed on 
the fish and animals supported by 
the phytoplankton.

They found that once this growth 
is established, it becomes a self-
fuelling cycle, where a little bit 
of life brings more. According to 
senior author of the paper, Gareth 
Williams, of Bangor University’s 
School of Ocean Sciences, the 
physical presence of the islands 
itself creates circulation patterns 
and the positive feed-back effect 
begins, with fish being attracted 
to the phytoplankton, and larger 
fish and birds to the fish. Their 
droppings add ‘fertiliser’ to the 
water, encouraging production of 
yet more phytoplankton, which in 
turn supports more life. He said 
this was called the ‘Island Mass 
Effect’.

tropics, we can begin to explore 
how this productivity may become 
altered under future climate 
change scenarios such as altered 
ocean circulation patterns and 
what the biological knock-on 
effects may be, particularly to 
local fisheries.”

According to the study, the 
researchers are now attempting 
to determine what other biological 
effects occur as a result of 
this pattern and how all these 
mechanisms and interactions may 
become altered in this era of rapid 
change that has already seen the 
drastic effects of the El Nino. 

Approach an island or coral 
reef and you’ll come across an 
abundance of life forms, from 
increased levels of plankton 
to birds and marine life. Coral 
seems to thrive when ocean 
waters are warm, clear and 
agitated, a fact which Charles 
Darwin noted when he passed 
through Tahiti back in 1842. 
But where the necessary 
nutrients for the functioning 
of such extraordinary coral 
reef machines came from; to 
support his theory was always 
a mystery. 

But now, marine biologists from 
Bangor University’s School of 
Ocean Science at the US National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) have 
finally the answers and evidence 
to what is called the “Darwin 
Paradox”.

According to the publication 
Nature Communications, 
researchers measured a large 
increase in phytoplankton in the 
waters surrounding 35 small 
islands and atolls in the Pacific 
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Hard Sudoku Puzzles 1 
www.printablesudoku99.com 
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2  8   7 3   
 4  8      
 7     9 6  
 6 5       
 3 1    6  5 
 2 9 6    7  
6 9      2 1 
         
    5 1   6 

     9    
1 5   3  7  4 
 9  1  8    
9        5 
  5  1 3   7 
8  6       
4 2 3     8  
 1 7  5     
5      1   

Sudoku Objective

The objective of the game is to fill all the 
blank squares in a game with the correct 
numbers. There are three very simple 
constraints to follow. In a 9 by 9 square 
Sudoku game:

• Every row of 9 numbers must include all 
digits 1 through 9 in any order  

• Every column of 9 numbers must in-
clude all digits 1 through 9 in any order  

• Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 
square must include all digits 1 through 
9

** All answers will be provided next issue.
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species of rodents in Barrow Is-
land, which are not seen anywhere 
else in the world requires that no 
non-indigenous species are intro-
duced into the ecology lest they 
upset the fine ecological balance 
on this unique island. In order to 
ensure that no rodents or insects 
could “piggy back” on the vessel, 
the vessel underwent an extensive 
baiting and trapping programme, 
which started three weeks before 
the vessel called Barrow Island 
and was concluded only after its 
departure from Barrow Island. Ex-
tra care had to be taken especially 
when the vessel received stores 
and provisions whereby a special 
tape called  MoBe MOAT was used 
on deck and all stores were landed 
within it so that any insects would 
be trapped on the tape and not be 
able to enter the vessel. 

Cargo Specifications – The 
specifications for the cargo to be 
delivered to Barrow Island were 
extremely tight, as such there 
could be no ingress of moisture 
into the system. This combined 
with the fact that the cargo would 
remain onboard for a period of 
three months prior actual delivery 
to Barrow Island complicated the 
vessel’s operations. All lines (liquid, 
vapour and condensate) leading to 
and from the cargo tank containing 
the cargo were blanked and valves 
locked to prevent against acciden-
tal opening and cargo contamina-
tion. The blanks were removed 
only three days prior arrival Barrow 
Island and the other tank was im-
mediately blanked.  

Training – As part of Chevron’s 
requirements and procedure to en-

sure that all personnel coming to 
Barrow Island were suitably trained 
and inducted in the requirements, 
vessel’s entire staff as well as the 
office staff, who were directly han-
dling the vessel were specially 
trained on board with regards to 
quarantine procedures in Barrow 
Island. The certificates generated 
by the training were then sent to 
Chevron for their review. Weekly 
toolbox meetings were conducted 
till the vessel’s departure from Bar-
row Island to ensure that the Of-
ficers and crew continued to get 
refresher training. 

Incomplete Port Infrastructure 
– The port at Barrow Island was 
still under construction at the time 
of the vessel’s call. Some of the 
pipelines, which were to be used to 
discharge the Propane at the port 
were incomplete and were special-
ly constructed to offload the cargo 
on the basis of inputs provided by 
the ESM team. Since the personnel 
present at the port were trained in 
construction, but not in LPG opera-
tions, the input provided by ESM 
staffs was critical in deciding the 
safety systems that would be incor-
porated in the pipeline. Further all 
the shore systems had to be tested 

prior the actual delivery to ensure 
that the piping system was in good 
order to receive the Propane. Due 
to requirements on the shore side, 
the actual discharge was delayed 
by 10 days, during which, the ves-
sel was waiting at anchor.

Long port stay – The vessel 
stayed at Barrow Island for a pe-
riod of 22 days, including the time  
the vessel was at anchor. Due to 
restrictions, while the vessel was at 
Barrow Island, they were unable to 
receive fresh water and  unable to 
discharge sewage which was redi-
rected to the holding tank instead. 
When it became clear that the ves-
sel’s stay would be prolonged, the 
vessel was allowed to slow steam 
close to the Island to generate 
fresh water and discharge sewage 
at a safe distance.

Quarantine compliance – In order 
to comply with the strict quarantine 
compliance requirements for Bar-
row Island, various steps had to be 
taken to prevent any invasive spe-
cies from entering the Island. In or-
der to avoid insects being attracted 
to the garbage, the garbage was 
compressed, frozen and placed 
inside the refrigerated provision 
stores. The crews were not permit-
ted ashore and no crew change 
could be affected at the port. ESM 
accordingly ensured that all per-
sonnel, who were close to comple-
tion of their tenure were signed off 
prior arrival at the port. Additionally 
in order to ensure that the addition-
al duties brought on by the quaran-
tine compliance measures did not 
place extra load on the vessel, a 
senior Second Officer was placed 
on board at the time the Baiting & 
Trapping programme was started 
and stayed on till the vessel arrived 
at the port after Barrow Island.

Concentration of personnel – 
The Australian government has 
restricted the number of personnel 
that can be housed on the Island. 
The personnel requirement had 
however increased as the project 
has continued in order to speed 
up the construction. In order to al-
low additional personnel to work 
without increasing the accommo-
dation on the Island, some of the 

personnel working on the project 
were accommodated on a Cruise 
vessel and two accommodation 
barges, which were tied up within 
500 meters of the berth to be used 
by our vessel. The total number of 
personnel living in the close vicin-
ity of the discharge berth amounted 
to around 1,800. In order to ensure 
their safety, vessel discharged only 
during Daylight hours, while the 
personnel were working in other 
areas of the Island. Cargo was 
stopped and the line was blown 
through every evening before the 
workers returned to their accom-
modation.

Thanks To The Team On LPG 
Tanker Bougainville
There is no doubt in our mind that 
the hard work and committed con-
tribution of all the Officers & crews 
of the Bougainville were instru-
mental in surmounting the odds 
involved. Each of the varied chal-
lenges forced us to think “outside 
the box” and come up with solu-
tions to problems we had never 
faced before. It is hoped that with 
this successful delivery, we will get 
more opportunities to prove the ad-
vantages of partnering with ESM to 
Owners & Charterers around the 
world.

With pride we name the team that 
completed this delivery:
Capt. Rajkiran Raikar (Master), 
Mohan Chouhan (C/O), Shashank 
Choudhary (EQCO), Kisana Ram 
(2/O), Jose Arun (3/O), Allan Paul 
(D/Cdt), Ravi Gupta (C/E), Saurav 
Srivastava (2/E), Ramesh Dhas 
(3/E), Neeraj Chillar (J/E), Naushad 
Ansari (A/B), Jignesh Tandel (A/B), 
Sushil Gupta (A/B), Ashwini Dogra 
(O/S), Nitin Tandel (M/M), Apasar 
Ahmad (M/M), Jason D’Souza 
(FTR), Karan Singh (C/Ck), Ankur 
Mangela (Tr/Ck)

Supported from the Office by
Mr. Jitendra Kumar (Fleet Manag-
er, Fleet C), Mr. Chetan Kushte (Sr. 
Technical Superintendent – Fleet 
C), Capt. Akshay Rai (Marine Su-
perintendent – Fleet C)

Continued from Page 5

Deck lights were covered with yellow 
film to make them turtle friendly 

The project required 
the crew to be trained 
thoroughly
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“You can’t cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water.” 
Rabindranath Tagore

NEWS FROM ESMNEWS FROM ESM

SHIP ANNIVERSARIES

Happy belated anniversaries to all the ships and crew members onboard!

The excellent watch-keeping 
and swift action of the crews on-
board vessel M.T Nord Observer 
led to rescue of four survivors 
adrift in a leaking raft; off-shore 
Cuba on February 16, 2016.

M.T Nord Observer, on her ballast 
voyage was en-route to Corpus 
Christi, USA from Topolobampo, 
Mexico. At around 11 AM LT, whilst 
the vessel was off-shore Cuba, the 
alert bridge watch-keepers spot-
ted a small inflatable raft with four 
persons showing red flag and ap-
peared to be shouting for help. 

The raft was observed to be par-
tially submerged with water inside 
the raft and persons were lying on 
the chamber of boat.

Vessel first tried to contact the 
nearest costal state - Cuban coast 
guard on VHF, but failed to receive 
any reply.  Vessel maintained safe 
distance from the raft, however en-
sured that persons could be picked 
up immediately in case of any im-
minent danger. Preparations were 
put in place for eventual rescue.

Vessel, finally 
got in touch 
with JRCC, 
Miami through 
Atlantic SAR 
coordinator and 
appraised them 
of the situation. 
With the green 
light from the 
RCC Miami, the 
shipboard team 
sprang into ac-
tion to cautiously approach the raft 
and rescued the survivors without 
further delay along with their dam-
aged raft.

JRCC Miami instructed vessel to 
proceed to RV position to hand 
the rescued persons (3 Male and 
1 Female) to the coast guard ves-
sel, MV Seneca; which was in the 
vicinity.   

The survivors who were identified 
as Cubans, were assembled on 
deck and were provided with first 
aid, food, fresh water and blankets. 
Photographs and personal details 
were taken down as per company’s 
procedure. 

ESM Vessel Rescues 4 Refugees

The four survivors were safely 
handed over later that day to the 
US Coast Guard vessel Seneca. 
Vessel then proceeded to next port 
with utmost despatch.

The US Coast guard appreciated 
the Master and crews of Nord Ob-
server for their professionalism and 
valiant efforts in the rescue opera-
tion.
We would like to take this opportu-
nity to commend Master Capt. Ba-
run Kumar Dubey, officers and the 
ratings of Nord Observer in a well 
executed and expedient rescue 
of the four persons and their safe 
handover to USCG vessel.

Best Cadet:  
Naveen Philip, G19 13  
Best in Academics: 
Naveen Kumar Saini, G19 12 
2nd Best in Academics: 
Shashank Dyamanagoudra, 
G19 22 
Best Hands On Training: 
Colins Xavier Aguiar, G19 07 
Best Sportsman: 
Rohit Singh, G19 30 
Best Orator: 
Raunak Paliwal, G19 19 
Best Music: 
Manson Kombara James, G19 
36  
Best Cadet Captain: 
Aashish Harishchandra Bhoir, 
G19 01 
Best in HSSE: 
Varun Taneja, G19 29 
Best in Marine IC Engine: 
Abhishek Ganesh Kumar 
Verma, G19 40 
Best in Marine Auxiliary: 
Aman Kumar, G19 03 
Best in Automation & 
Control: 
Arun Raj, G19 05 
Most Popular Cadet: 
Ankit Tandon, G19 04

During the ceremony, Mr Noboru 
Ueda also handed out the 
awards for the best performing 
cadets in the batch. Winners are 
listed below:

Continued from Page 1

ESM would like to extend warm greetings 
for Holi on 24th March, 2016 and  
Good Friday on 25th March, 2016

CHEMBULK NEW YORK    2/5/2011

GSW ADVENTURE    27/2/2015

CRIMSON MONARCH    2/10/2014CLIPPER MAKISHIO    2/2/2009

GOLDEN AVENUE    27/2/2015 CRIMSON KNIGHT    11/2/2014

AFRA WILLOW    2/20/2013

ALQADISIA    2/9/2009 ATLANTIC CANYON    2/18/2009 MAEA    2/6/2011 VICTOIRE    2/9/2011 EOLE    2/23/2006

FORRES PARK    2/5/2009

THOUGHT OF THE MONTH

Refugees being rescued


